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The Other Victims of Alcohol

By Laura Towey

4
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hen she moved from the
"One counselor told me it's like
padlocked house her
going to Vietnam," the Western
alcoholic mother used as a
senior said. "You just learn the cop
drug-dealing base into her ov^n
ing skills—trying to survive—and
then you go back home and every
apartment at age sixteen, Marie
thought she had left her troubles
one thinks you're okay."
behind. That same day, her mother
Children of alcoholics are
accused Marie of stealing some of
expected to be "okay " and "nor
her cocaine money.
mal." But like soldiers in Vietnam,
''She got her razor blade. She sat
once removed from their hostile
on top of me, put it to my throat and
environments and thrust back into
said if I didn't give it back, she'd kill
everyday life, many children from
me."
alcoholic homes realize they are not
Marie pushed her mother away
"okay." And often they can't under
and ran out of the house, to the
stand why coping with adult life has
apartment she would stay in
to be so difficult.
Although the actual statistics vary,
an estimated ten million in the Uni
ted States suffer from alcoholism,
making for a large number of child
ren coming from alcoholic homes.
According to a study published in
McCall's magazine, children of
alcoholics grow up with an unex
plainable sense of guilt and have
trouble trusting people. Seventyfive percent surveyed said they have
trouble communicating to others
what they need or want. Twenty-five
percent eventually married alcohol
ics. Also, because of a physiological
predisposition to liquor, children of
throughout high school. Moving out
alcoholics are four times more likely
took her away from the source of her
to become alcoholics than those
troubles, but her problems didn't
from non-alcoholic homes.
magically end with the mere change
Carol Wells, a counselor at the
in environment. In fact, some were
Community Alcohol Center in Bel
only beginning.
lingham, said three rules enforced in
"When I moved out, I kept those
the households of alcoholics make
bizarre behaviors I had learned at
for trouble later.
home. . . Ittooka longtimetoemo"The rules are don't talk, don't
tionally leave it behind," she said.
trust and don't feel," she said.
Five years later, after a suicide
"The rule 'don't talk' is so strong
attempt, bulemia and therapy with
it's almost like a law. The kid will
counselors and rap groups, Marie is
realize very quickly it's not okay to
taking a hard look at her life in an
talk. Nobody will talk about this big
alcoholic family. And she realizes
thing that is happening to the
she lived through something that
family."
was not a childhood.
The rule not to trust develops
"It was survival," she said.
when the parent fails to keep prom
Jon, 26, also came from an alco
ises to the child.
holic home. He said he remembers
"Let's say someone lets you down
thinking for years his mother was
again and again. You feel hurt, angry
and self-righteous. Your way to pro
crazy.
"She just had a really bad temper tect yourself Is not to trust them. To
she was really abusive," the Western
survive you have to build that pro
student said. "I avoided confronta
tective wall around yourself. You get
tions with her. Every one was a major
a real feeling of emptiness, giving up
one - you could never win. She
that hope."
could totally tear you apart and tell
Wells called the third rule, not to
you how worthless you were. She'd
feel, "psychic numbing.
say she wished you never were
"It's the only way to protect your
born."
self. The kid will say, 'I'll just pretend
Marie realizes as the child of an
It's not happening.'"
alcoholic she has to come to grips
Mane remembered this rule.
with a bizarre family life that taught
"You didn't feel because you'd be
her to survive but not how to live.
destroyed," she said. "You just tried

W

1 did the dishes
while my brother did
drugs/
—Marie

to work through everything."
Wells said these rules often have
damaging consequences when
children of alcoholics become
adults.
"If only the rules just stayed in the
family, but the behaviors just con
tinue on," she said. "Adult children
of alcoholics have a terrible time
with relationships. They have a low
sense of self-esteem and it's really
hard to have a good, honest relation
ship with those three rules."
Those children of alcoholics who
don't marry an alcoholic themselves
often marry someone whose family
operated on the three rules, she
added.
"You're attracted to someone
with the same emotional rules. You
feel more comfortable with some
one with the same background . . .
It's a negative thing. The cycle will

"When things were
bad, we'd stick
together. For
attention we'd steal
some of her coke/
—Marie

just continue. They've learned that
role from early childhood."
Wells said adult children of alco
holics usually see counselors for dif
ferent reasons before even realizing
their problems might have a single
source - a childhood in an alcoholic
home.
"The counselor will work on other
things, like self esteem or stress
management. . . The awareness has
to come from the connection that
the person was living In an alcoholic
home," Wells said. "Most often,
they'll go to an alcohol agency when
something becomes real visible to
them."
Marie knows how frustrating find
ing help can be. In high school, she
tried to explain her problems to
counselors. It was a futile attempt.
"It didn't bother me who I told—
no one would believe me anyway,"
she said. "People accused me of
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lying. They said, 'Moms don't do
things like that.^"
Since starting college, she has seen
more counselors—for bulemia, for
her suicide attempt. None suggested
her childhood in a substanceabusing home as a possible culprit.
"I don't think they had bad inten
tions. They just didn't understand,"
she said of the counselors.
"I went through enough crap to
know there was a problem . . . After
a while, I just went to Village Books
and started reading."
She began reading a book by Janet
Woititz, Adu/t Children of Alcohol
ics. She realized she was more than
familiar with the behaviors of the
alcoholic family members described
in the book.
"It hit me like a brick. I saw me, my
mom and brother In there."
She started attending rap group
sessions for children of alcoholics
last year, where she said she finally
found others who could understand
her problems.
"It was the first time I've been
around people who've been feeling
the same way I have," she said. "It's
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comforting to know you're not by
yourself."
Marie knows her home life wasn't
normal.
"Nothing like Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," she said sardonically.
Both Marie's parents were alco
holics. They divorced when she was
two years old and by the time she
was in third grade, her mother was
dealing drugs out of their Seattle
home.
"When I'd go home (from school)
she'd have us count out speed. She
told us not to lick our fingers,
although I didn't know why at the
time. She could drink a half-gallon of
wine in one night. When I was 16, I
told her I'd pay for any alcohol
treatment she wanted, but she said
no.
"When I was in sixth or seventh
grade, she'd take me down to Pio
neer Square, to the bars. If she
couldn’t find a babysitter, she'd let
me wander around for a couple of
hours by myself. Letting a kid walk
around in the dark by herself," she
said, reflecting.
She said she remembers not being

allowed to use the phone because
her mother feared it was bugged.
Her brother became Involved in
drugs and her mother sold pot,
speed and LSD to his friends. Marie
did what she could to get by.
"I did the dishes while my brother
did drugs," she stated flatly.
She earned a 3.6 grade point aver
age in high school and competed in
cross country, soccer and track.
She saw her father, whom she
termed "a functioning alcoholic,"
once a week. She didn't tell him
about her mother's lifestyle, for fear
he would force her to live with him.
She knew life was bad at home, but
at that time she was even more
frightened to move away, where
things could possibly be worse.
Her mother, Marie said, had no
concern for her daughter's progress
in school.
"It didn't matter to her what I was
doing. She'd lie a lot when she was
drunk - she'd promise us the moon.
She's not too good about holidays she doesn't even remember what
day my birthday's on."
Marie remembered how starved

for attention she and her brother
became.
''We were both competing for the
attention my mom would give us.
When things were bad, we'd stick
together. For attention we'd steal
some of her coke."
"Love" was not exactly a house
hold word in Marie's home. She said

Glenn Marzano

Carol Wells, Community Alcohol
Center Counselor.

have really angry periods that would
last for a couple of hours. I was just
really frustrated."
He remembered his parents fight
ing frequently, and when he was 16,
they divorced. His mother told him
she was alcoholic. He started to real
ize his home life was not as normal as
he imagined.
"I used to have a friend in high
school - Vince. I remember his fam
ily. I used to think, 'God, I'd give
anything to live here.' That's proba
bly the only reason he was my friend.
I couldn't believe his parents were
his friends. They talked to him like a
human being ... I wanted to get
away, but I didn't see any outs. I
didn't run away. I guess I knewthere
was nowhere I could run."
Looking back now, he does try to
empathize with his mother.
"It was really hard for her. It was
no easy road, being left with three
kids, a farm and ajob. The house was
always falling apart . . . She didn't
deal with the pressure well—she
dealt with it by being abusive. . .She
was so angry at men . . . We both put
up with each other."
Jon went to college at 17 and
returned home the first summer.
During his first college year, "we had
a lot of conflicts over the phone," he
said.
"When I was 19, she said it would
be better if I moved out perman

ently. Since then, we've gone
through the good and bad years. The
longer it's been since she's been
sober, the better."
Dealing with his mother can still
be difficult for Jon, though.
"Sometimes I don't think she's an
alcoholic. I think, 'Oh God, she's a
bitch,"' he said.
ells suggested once the
children of alcoholics real
ize the root of their prob
lems, they should see a counselor or
attend a rap group with other child
ren of alcoholics. Al Anon, Alateen
and ACOA (Adult Children of Alco
holics) are organizations that oper
ate on a donation basis.
The importantthingto realize,she
said, is "they don't have to feel
ashamed of reaching out for help. It
doesn't take years of psychoanalysis
for help."
Rap groups are gatherings where
people discuss their problems with
each other and attempt to come to
solutions. Many operate on the basis
of a twelve-step system. These steps
require members to admitthey were
powerless over alcohol in their lives
and decided a greater power could
restore their sanity.
"That's the first step," Marie said.
"You look to a higher power for
help."
Therapy involves sharing and the
recognition that nobody is alone

W

her mother never verbalized her
feelings for her children.
"My father told me once. He was
drinking and he told me," she said,
remembering.
Jon also can't recall if his parents
ever told him they loved him. His
mother now is a recovering
alcoholic.
"Now she says, 'of course I love
you,"' he said. "About my dad, I
don't know if he ever did. I had a
conversation with him a few years
ago and I sort of put it on the line. I
asked him if he loved me. He said it
was a stupid question."
Like many children of alcoholics,
Jon thought his home life was
typical.
"My dad used to sleep downstairs.
He was too drunk to get up the stairs.
He told me it was because he had a
bad back and I sort of thought it was
normal.
"As a kid. I'd throw temper tan
trums. I had a real problem with
anger. I couldn't figure out why. I'd
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with their problem - someone else
has dealt with it before.
Marie is a regular at a rap group.
''It's just been a lifesaver/' she
said. "Before, I would just hide, liter
ally, for weeks. Td disconnect the
phone. Now, problems are becom
ing more manageable ... I know
now there are options for me out
there. I can learn other behaviors."
Children of alcoholics can see
counselors. Wells describes counsel
ing therapy as "pretty eclectic - wha
tever works.
"We just look at what is happen
ing. We see what they have to deal
with today. This is what's happening
- how do we deal with it now?"
Recovery for the adult child of an
alcoholic involves learning to break
those three rules learned as a child.
Wells said. And learning to forgive.
"It takes a long, long time," she
said. "In order to forgive anyone,
you must forgive yourself first. You
also have to have a willful under
standing of how the alcohol has
affected them (the alcoholic
parents).
"If you're blaming someone else

8
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7t was the first time
I've been around
people who've been
feeling the same way
I have. It's
comforting to know
you're not by
yourself.'
—Marie

for your problems, it takes away that
responsibility from yourself," she
continued. "There's a saying that's
really fitting for this. 'Shame on my
parents for what I am. Shame on me
for staying that way.'"
Forgiveness has not been easy for
Jon or Marie.
Jon tries to deal with his mother in
the present, as a recovering
alcoholic.
"I deal with her as she was last
year, last month," he said. "Some
times I get pissed off at things the
way they are now, though."
Marie hasn't forgiven her mother.
"I'm not of that philosophy," she
said. "Just because she's sick doesn't
mean she can shirk her responsibili
ties. . . She never took the responsi
bility for having custody of her two
kids. Because she's my mother. I'm
supposed to be understanding. It
makes me angry. People want me to
forget about the problems of the
past. . . They think that just because
you're the one that's recovering you
should forgive her.
"I expected her to love me."

Seattle’s Jeff Lynch displays his wares on the row.

Michelle Giebel

alorie-blessed desserts,
books, pay taxes and we look at
brightly colored sweaters
percentages and grosses.''
and the aroma of freshTaylor, known to many on cam
brewed coffee are only a few of the
pus as one of the "cookie ladies,"
many enticements offered daily on
said she thinks people have this
Vendors^ Row at the Viking Union
illusion she sits up at night and
Plaza.
bakes while watching television,
The vendors, wrapped In warm
then decides to come to Western
jackets and gloves with their goods
and sell.
neatly displayed on dark wooden
I work 45 hours a week. Half of
tables, lend the row a street fair
that time involves high stress, max
like atmosphere each weekday.
imum physical capacity work. I
Purchasing can be done from early
work as fast and as hard as I can so
in the morning through
that it doesn't take up any more
midafternoon.
time." She needs all the extra time
The hours the vendors spend on
she can find, since she also works
campus are only one part of a
as a radio programmer for West
procedure taking as much effort as
ern's alternative FM station, KUGS.
a full-time job. Because vending
Taylor has a partner in the vend
requires them to obtain a business
ing enterprise, Carla Bartlett, who
license, they are self-employed
she said puts in as many hours as
she does.
entrepreneurs.
As Ara Taylor explained, 'This is
Their tempting display of goodies
definitely a business. We keep
and homemade soup, situated on

C

By JoAnne Foster
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Linda Harmon’s home-baked goods are familiar to many palates.

the table nearest The Deli, has
been a permanent fixture on
Vendors' Row the past eight years.
As one of the original vendors on
the row, they began by selling
sweets exclusively, but added
homemade soup after a second
cookie vendor came on the scene.
lthough competition among
the vendors isn't visible to
potential customers, it does
exist, and ultimately pays off for
consumer.
"The one thing that having com
petition did for us is make us more
aware of how to please the public,"
Taylor said. "Before we just took it
for granted and now we pay more
attention to what sells rather than
what we want to bake."
Linda Harmon added the com
petitive factor to Taylor's cookie
business when she began selling
her homemade goods on Vendors'
Row in 1984. After working during
the summer as a baker in Birch Bay
at a deli/candy shop and discover
ing her knack for baking, another
vendor suggested she come to
Western and sell.
"I had a feeling it would be fun
to sell but I didn't know it was pos
sible," Harmon said. "Until I got up
to the college, I didn't know what
vending was. i a^iociated 'vending'
with vending machines. I just
wanted to be in business for
myself."
Now In its third year, Harmon's

A
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business has developed into a small
network. She employs someone to
set up the display in the morning,
around 7:45 a.m., and has hired
Ruth Dawson to sell her goods dur
ing the day.
Dawson, dressed in yellow hightops and seated on a maroon pil
low, said she enjoys people
watching while doling out change
and nibbling on cookies.
the
Having worked in various restau

rants around Bellingham Dawson
said she likes this job because it
allows her to be outdoors and still
interact with people.
''This way I don't have to care
what people eat, they just pick
what they want. I don't have to
worry about what kind of dressing
they have or how they eat their
eggs," she said, handing dimes and
nickels to a customer purchasing a
cookie.
Dawson said she thinks most stu
dents assume they are anonymous
to the vendors, but added that isn't
true. "I see some of these faces
every day," she said, smiling up at a
red-haired man inspecting the
table.
hose familiar faces seen pass
ing by daily change notice
ably during mid-terms and
finals week, Ann Suloway said. Suloway is reputed to sell the best cof
fee on campus from her table in
front of the Plaza Cashier.
A former student, Suloway said
she notices the difference in the
tension level of students at those
times in the quarter. "You can see
it In their faces and in the way they
move. There's a real change from
being relaxed to being real hurried
and concerned.
"I felt the same thing when I was
a student and I did exactly the same
thing. Now, I'm much more
removed and actually I'm more
sympathetic because after I gradu-

T

Carla Bartlett doing business.
ated it was such a relief to be
done/'
Suloway began selling coffee at
Western full-time after graduating
from Fairhaven in 1985. She
remembers coming to Western and
not being able to find a good cup
of coffee on campus and said she
decided to provide an alternative.
Suloway's alternative cup of cof
fee may be good, but at 50 cents a
cup and 40 cents for refills, she
earns what she calls ''a Bellingham
wage. I'm not gonna get rich but
it's inexpensive to live here and I
like it here."
Another vendor, Ric Conner,
also likes Bellingham, although he
isn't here as often. He appears on
campus two to three times a quar
ter, for a week at a time, instead of
coming every day.
He uses his table to display a var
iety of items from Asia, including
wool carpets from Tibet, handi
crafts from Nepal and Batik cards note cards designed with wax and
dye.
After graduating from Huxley
College in 1984, Conner travelled
to Asia where he said he became
involved with the local
craftspeople.
''Part of my Huxley training was
to learn to work with people on a
small scale. The jewelry I sell is
from three brothers I met that are
third generation silversmiths. A lot
of my other goods come from Tibe
tan refugees," Conner explained.
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"Everybody gains, from the
manufacturer to the ultimate con
sumer. Because the manufacturers
are independent, the consumer
gets quality, unique, handcrafted
products for a reasonable price."
His goods range in price from
Tibetan Carpets, at $200-$300, down
to the Batik cards for $1.
After spending a week at West
ern during January, he was off to
Seattle.
Conner covers Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and Montana, visit
ing college campuses, street fairs
and arts and crafts fairs, and does
some wholesaling to retail stores.
"Western is a good market. It's
one of the largest campuses I visit,"
he said.
In addition to Western's offering
the vendors a large student popula
tion, the Viking Union itself offers
them a steady flow of potential
customers.
"Some 5,000 people a day go
through that area," Jim Schuster,
Associate Director/Facilities Man
ager of the Viking Union said.
"That gives the vendors a pretty
captive audience here on any given
day."
Schuster is the first person vend
ors do business with when they get
to Western, since he issues the
Vendors' permits.
Vendors pay a minimal fee ($2
daily for a student vendor, $5 daily
for a non-student or $25 monthly)
to obtain the permits.

Schuster explained the cost of
the permits will rise if a proposed
$5.5 million project is completed.
The project would enclose the
bookstore. Viking Union, Viking
Commons, Viking Addition and
The Viking Plaza under one roof.
He said the ground-breaking
probably won't start until next
June, even if a commitment is
made to the project this year.
The spaces set aside for them will
be permanent booths. They will be
heated and have electricity to each
booth," Schuster explained.
He also said the booths would be
self-contained and lockable. The
school would lease out booths to
the vendors so that items could be
stored overnight.
"The cost of the permit will go
up but it will provide a guaranteed
space so the regulars will get a
priority Instead of first come, first
served, like it is now," he said.
he only problems Schuster
said he remembers from the
first come, first served system
came when vendors (none pres
ently occupying the row) would try
to spend the night on the tables to
reserve the spaces.
Schuster said this happened just
after Western began regulating the
vendors in 1976.
"Mostly we had problems with
people coming In from Seattle or
California who wanted to make a
killing and get out of here no mat
ter who they stepped on."
Not too many conflicts surface
between the vendors, even when
they have to double up on a table.
"If you're not willing to make room
for people," Schuster said, "they
won't be willing to make room for
you the next day and success
depends on being here every day."

T

Taylor agreed and said she and
her partner have been on campus
every school day for the past eight
years.
She explained consistency is part
of the reason they are successful.
"Anybody who wants to have a
successful business has to have
integrity. It also takes a helluva lot
of stamina and honesty to pull
something like this off," she said.
"I also think it takes a certain
amount of Independence to be a
vendor," she said. "Sometimes
when I think that since 1977 I have
never worked for anyone but
myself I feel really proud."
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he Mount Baker Theatre celebrates its Diamond
Jubilee this year, after 60 years of continuous opera
tion since opening on April 29, 1927. LeRoy Kastner,
who managed the theater for 41 years, also celebrated a
big birthday this year. On January 18, he turned 80. The
years have weathered the Mount Baker Theatre but
plans, spearheaded by the Mount Baker Theatre Commit
tee, are underway to restore it as closely as possible to its
original movie palace elegance.
LeRoy Kastner broke into the theater business as a
musician. Sitting in his small apartment in the Leopold
Hotel, he spoke of many years spent working in various
theaters in the Bellingham area. He said he began his
theater career in 1926 as a trumpet player In a five-piece
theater orchestra that played at Bellingham's Dream
Theatre.
''A little later, the Dream Theatre owners couldn't
afford the five-piece orchestra, so I played the phono

T

graph," Kastner said. ''Then I became manager when
they did away with the phonograph and got in sound."
Kastner's love of music goes back further than the
silent movie era. As a youngster, he played lead trumpet
with the 110-piece Bellingham Juvenile Boys Band. His
soft, whispery voice held a hint of the excitement he
must have felt at age 14, when John Philip Sousa, com
poser and conductor famed as the "March King," came
to Bellingham to give a concert.
"It was quite a thrill," he said. "The Bellingham Juve
nile Boys Band played under the direction of Mr. Sousa
during the intermission. We played three different Sousa
marches—'Stars and Stripes Forever' and, I think one was
the 'Washington Post March.'
In those early years, movies were a novelty and a spe
cial attraction, with live music hall and vaudeville acts
designated as the main events. Silent movies required a
pianist, an organist or a small orchestra to provide mood

By June Finley Maguire
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music as the story unfolded - soft, romantic music when
the hero wooed the heroine - wild, racing music for car
chases - and melodramatic, eerie music when the black
hearted villain menaced the heroine.
During the 1920s and 1930s, vaudeville shows began to
give way to increasingly popular motion pictures. The
Mount Baker Theatre was one of the combination vaude
ville and movie palaces built by the Fox West Coast Thea
tre chain during that era. William Fox, of 20th Century
Fox Studios, controlled the architectural design concept
and demanded luxurious movie palaces and the latest in
modern building techniques.
Seattle-based theater architect R.C. Reamer, designer
of the 5th Avenue Theatre in Seattle and Orpheum Thea
tre In Vancouver, B.C., also designed the Mount Baker
Theatre. Of all movie palaces built in the Pacific Northw
est during the '20s and '30s, only these three remain
intact.
The Mount Baker Theatre was among the last of the
grand, silent movie houses built in the Pacific Northwest.
In 1929, the year of the stock market crash; Al Jolson
starred in the first Talking picture' - "The Jazz Singer."
During the 1930s, movies provided an escape from the
troubles of the Great Depression. As fewer vaudeville
shows toured the theaters, movie-going audiences
increased.
"In the 1930s I moved to Friday Flarbor for a few
years," Kastner said. "I managed the independently
owned Island Theatre. Dr. E.T. Mathes, the first president
of the college (Western), was co-owner of the Island
Theatre. Then in 1935, I was asked to come back to Bel
lingham to manage the Beck Opera House. The name
was changed later to The American Theatre."
In 1941, as the United States entered World War II,
Kastner was transferred to the Mount Baker Theatre as
city manager for it and The American Theatre, two links
In the West Coast Theatre chain.
The chain's management brought Hollywood's magic
into many West Coast towns and cities of all sizes. Bel
lingham already had a reputation as a "theater town"
even before the Mount Baker Theatre was built. The 1914
Bellingham City Directory listed 14 theaters.
"The Mount Baker Theatre was advertised as having
2,000 seats, but I've only been able to count up to 1,634
seats," Kastner said with a smile.
The 130 X 250-foot theater originally was designed to
accommodate vaudeville and stage productions on its
30x75-foot stage, under a 42-foot proscenium arch. It also
was well equipped to show motion pictures and boasted
the staple of silent movie days, a top quality Wurlitzer
pipe organ.
The Wurlitzer was no ordinary theater organ, but was
custom constructed over a three-month period in New
York state. The Mount Baker Theatre organ is identical to
the Wurlitzer In Seattle's Fifth Avenue Theatre. Installa
tion of the organ took four men three weeks, working 12hour days. Its specially-tuned brass pipes are onesixteenth inch to 16 Inches in diameter and range In
length from eight inches to 16 feet. As a concert began,
the giant Wurlitzer was designed to rise into view on a
hydraulic lift. Electrical wiring for the organ would reach
from Bellingham to Blaine. Power for the organ was gen

erated by its own motorized blowing plant installed in a
specially-constructed room in the basement.
ven more than its diversity and size, its elaborate
decor sets the Mount Baker Theatre apart from
today's sterile, multi-screen movie houses. When
the theater first opened it doors In 1927, the seats were
constructed of mahogany and upholstered in Spanish
leather. Although these seats have been replaced, two of
them still are on display in the lobby. In the auditorium,
the colorful gilt-edged 80-foot dome, with its massive artglass hanging light, commands attention. On either side
of the auditorium, miniature mock box seats, bracketed
with heavy gilt frames, suggest the opulence of an opera
house.
In the lobby, what appear to be wooden planks in the
ceiling and heavy timber beams actually are painted and
stenciled plaster. The Moorish-style arches and sculpted
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columns also are constructed of plaster. An intriguing lit
tle doorway under the main staircase leads to what once
served as the cloak room, where a hat check girl col
lected gentlemen's hats and coats, as well as ladies' capes
and cloaks—standard attire for an evening at a movie
palace.
Though he didn't check hats as theater manager,
Kastner said he performed such mundane duties as hiring
and managing the staff, making up schedules, handling
advertising, booking live acts, handling box office
receipts and doing the banking.
But he experienced more exciting times as well.
Kastner's eyes brightened as he remembered the special
times:
''A lot of great performers came through Bellingham."
Among them were Rock Hudson, ''who looked like he
was fresh out of college," and Julie Adams and Lori Nel
son. "They came to promote one of their new pictures."
Kastner also reminisced about the time Lauritz Mel
chior, famed heroic tenor of the Metropolitan Opera for
more than 30 years, was to give a concert at the Mount
Baker Theatre in the late '40s.
"Mr. Melchior was staying in Victoria and was to travel
by ferry to Vancouver, but the ferry broke down,"
Kastner said. "Mr. Melchior was taken by a small boat to
Vancouver. Then the Vancouver police brought him
down to Blaine, where I picked him up to drive him to
the theater.
"His orchestra got to the theater before we did
because it was so foggy on the road. (The) travelling
orchestra had to play for an hour to fill in the time until I
arrived with Mr. Melchior," Kastner recalled with a smile.
"We had a party after the concert at the (Leopold) hotel.
He had his wife with him."
lthough many theaters in Bellingham began to
disappear by 1950, the Mount Baker Theatre still
featured the big motion pictures. During the 1950s
the American Theatre was torn down. By 1960, the
Apollo, Bell Edison, Metropolitan, Panama and Star Thea
tres all were gone. The Grand and Mount Baker Theatres
continued to show movies until 1975, when the wrecking
ball demolished the Grand Theatre. Only the Mount
Baker Theatre remained.
Kastner retired temporarily in 1974 when ownership of
the theater changed. He said Mount Baker Cinema, Inc.,
the Canadian company which bought the theater, asked
him to return as manager in 1977.
After working only three years for the company, Kastner
was awarded a trip to the Caribbean. "It costs them $6,000
and they let me take a friend with me," Kastner said.
Although the theater was named to the National Register
of Historic places in 1978, Mount Baker Cinema, Inc.
found in 1983 that they were losing money operating the
theater. They made plans to replace the Mount Baker
Theatre building with a modern multi-screen movie
house to increase their revenues.
itizens of Bellingham and Whatcom County pro
tested the loss of their landmark and in 1983
formed the Mount Baker Theatre Committee in a
concerted effort to purchase the building from the Cana
dian firm. Ruth Shaw, administrative assistant for the
committee, said the owners were cooperative in selling
the theater to the City of Bellingham.
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Opulence dominates the theater’s lobby.
Within one month, the committee raised a $10,000
down payment toward purchase of the building. Within
nine months, businesses, foundations, city and county
governments and private citizens rallied to help the
committee. The $750,000 raised secured the Mount Baker
Theatre's purchase and future as a locally owned enter
tainment center.
The City of Bellingham now holds the theater's title on
behalf of the community. A Management and Operations
Board guides the theater under a city ordinance. The
board consists of members of the City and County Coun
cils, the Mount Baker Theatre Committee and citizens
from the community.
In 1984, the committee secured a National Endowment
for the Arts Design and Planning Grant. Theater architect
R.F. McCann was hired to draft a study for restoration of
the theater.
Restoration began in 1985, just as Kastner gave notice
of his retirement after 41 years as an active manager.
Currently, the backstage dressing rooms have been res
tored, a Dolby sound system and red velvet master drape
installed, and an exterior store-front pilot restoration pro
ject completed.
The Wurlltzer pipe organ Is cared for and protected by
the Mount Baker Theatre Chapter of the Peace Arch
Organ Society, to insure it will never be silenced.
While plans are finalized for the theater's restoration, it
continues operating as a movie house. Regularly sche

Brian Bean

duled live shows and community events recently have
included performances by the San Francisco Pocket
Opera Company, Manhattan Transfer, the Irish Rovers,
judy Collins and johnny Cash.
The Diamond Year Series, presented by the Mount
Baker Theatre Committee, Included a season opener last
fall featuring folk singer Glen Yarbrough. The 75-member
Whatcom Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of
Nicholas Buzzard, featured guest violinist Linda Melsted
of Seattle.
The 1987 portion of the Diamond Year Series has fea
tured the Peking Acrobats, and jazz musician Barney
McClure later will be featured, along with a performance
by the Montana Repertory Theatre Company of ''Harv
est," a western musical production about the joys and
problems faced by farmers In the 1980s.
Shaw did mention a critical need for new stage lighting
to replace the old carbon-arc lamps; the sound system
for live performances and live theatre needs to be
replaced and handicapped-accessible restrooms must be
included in the renovation and restoration. The stage
needs to be enlarged, Shaw said. Its present size is not
adequate to accommodate live theater and large per
forming groups, she said.
Meanwhile, with restoration still incomplete, the
Mount Baker Theatre continues to operate as a reminder
of Bellingham's past, both physically and through Its con
tinued hosting of a wide variety of entertainment.
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ithin thirty seconds of the
call alerting them to an
accident near Mt. Baker
highway, paramedics Floyd Roorda
and Marv Streubel are running
down the stairs of the fire station on
Prospect Street.
''Hey, pull that plug, will you?''
Roorda says, pointing to a plug dan
gling like an umbilical cord from the
ambulance, charging the instru
ments inside. I yank it out and jump
into the back of the van.
Roorda maneuvers the ambulance
Into traffic, switches on the red
strobe and activates an occasional
siren wail. Though not with the fluid
ity of the Red Sea parting for Moses,
cars manage to skitter out of the way
of the careening vehicle.
Paramedic Bill Boyd visits an elderly
Roorda, 32, who has been a para
a history of heart problems.
medic for eight years, drives. His
partner, Streubel, Is training to
become a certified paramedic.
Streubel a neck brace from the
Paramedics must complete a ten
ambulance.
month program at Bellingham Voca
"What's your name?" Streubel
tional Technical Institute, spend
asks the now-conscious man.
three months working on the ambu
He mumbles unintelligibly.
lances and log time in various areas
Streubel repeats the question.
of a hospital, to obtain certification.
I im.
Today, Streubel, 34, will do the work
Streubel continues examining
and Roorda will oversee him.
Tim's body while asking what hurts,
Streubel is working toward 20
if he's allergic to any medicines and
"evaluations," calls Involving major
if he has had anything to drink or
trauma such as serious accidents,
taken drugs. Streubel discovers the
respiratory failures or heart attacks.
blood on Tim's face is coming from a
To finish them as quickly as possible,
"back-lac—a laceration on the back
he has chosen to work beyond his
of his head. He also finds a "road
regular 24-hour shift. He hasn't seen
rash" on the left side of Tim's body.
his wife Linda or their two kids since
"You've had an accident," Streu
Thursday. It's now Saturday
bel tells the disoriented man. "I'm
afternoon.
going to put this brace around your
The siren's frequency decreases
neck to hold It steady, okay?"
and the ambulance speeds up as we
Tim spews a jumbled string of
leave the city. The metal frame
expletives. "I feel fine," he slurs.
around the speedometer reflects the
"I'm excellent. Really. Just get me
pulsating red light; the needle hugs
up."
the 80-mph mark.
Streubel wraps the plastic sheath
Ten minutes later we reach the
around Tim's neck.
one-car accident. Trees rather than
"Get that steel board ready, will
houses populate this stretch of Mos
you?" Streubel asks no one in par
quito Lake Road, but a group of
ticular, indicating they will use it to
people already surround a young
lift the man onto the gurney
man lying on the leaf-covered
ground. They part to let us through.
Ed. Note: The writer of this piece
The man's face is damp with blood
arranged to ride with the paramedic
and the crevices along the knuckles
unit. The photographer did the
of his left hand are dirty red. A pas
same, but at a different time. The
serby found him unconscious about
photographs do not directly coin
30 feet from where his van swerved
cide with the events in the story.
off the road and hit a tree. The group
speculates he walked from the van to
the road, where he fell.
Streubel peers into the man's eyes
with a pencil-like light and begins
By Lynn Baldwin
checking his body. Roorda brings
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(wheeled stretcher). Several pairs of
eyes glance at me.
I had forgotten the gold jacket
Roorda tossed me as we left the fire
department. On it was a medical
insignia with the words "E.M.T.
(Emergency Medical Technician)
Student." He had said it would
separate me from the "tourists," but
now people think I'm qualified to
help the paramedics. I move towards
the folded metal sheet, and others
quickly assist In readying the
platform.
Several people roll the man onto
the board, then lift him to the gur
ney. Once inside the ambulance,
Streubel secures folded towels on
each side to Tim's face, taping his
head and the towels to rods under
the gurney. All that emerges from
under the protective blankets is a
five-by-seven inch block of Tim's
face.
Roorda asks me to get tubes and
rolls of tape from various compart
ments in the ambulance as he rea
dies equipment for an IV and tells
Tim what he's about to do.
Roorda searches Tim's arms
unsuccessfully for a suitable vein,
then settles for one in Tim's hand,
about an inch from his fingers.
Roorda rubs an alcohol swab over
Tim's bloody knuckles.
"That burns, what you're doing
there, man," Tim says. Roorda slides
a needle the length of a toothpick
into the vein. Tim thrashes and
swears.
Roorda hands me the sample of
blood he has drawn and points to
four small tubes.
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''Stick the needle through the
rubber caps of those test tubes.
There's pressure in there so it will
draw the blood right in/' he says.
I ignorantly wonder if I can con
tract AIDS from Tim's blood as I try to
keep a drop of the thick liquid from
spilling onto the green plastic
bench. Although paramedics are
immunized, I had learned, contract
ing diseases from body fluids can be
a danger.
John Bartleson, who was a para
medic for nine years, contracted
hepatitis on the job.
"I stuck myself with a needle dur
ing a blood run," Bartleson, 32, said.
A blood run ensures the hospital will

"You found a parking place no one
will ever take—against a tree. Tim,
have you had anything to drink?
Maybe something this morning?"
"No, man, I don't drink no
booze." His breath suggests
otherwise.
"Who's the president?" Streubel
asks, checking Tim's alertness.
"Huh?"
"Who's the president?"
"Of what?"
"Of the United States."
Tim looks confused and the blood
on his forehead crinkles as he
concentrates.
"Carter. Yeah, I think It's Carter.
Hey, what's going on here? Will

Paramedic Don Paton shows concern for an elderly man with pneumonia.
have the right type of blood ready
when the patient arrives.
"I was transferring blood from the
needle into the syringe and I got hit
by the patient and drove the needle
into my hand.
"I didn't want another disease,"
Bartleson said, explaining one of the
reasons he left the paramedic field.
"If I had two of them, then what?
And AIDS. I didn't want to get that.
You're around sick people all the
time. You're breathing their air,
you're working with their blood,
you're around all their..." Bartleson
paused. "You're around their fluids,
everything."
Tim's questions interrupt my mus
ing. "What's goin' on? Where am I?"
he asks, trying to get up. The belts
around his body and the tape hold
ing his head grip him firmly.
"You had an accident on Mos
quito Lake Road," Streubel tells him.
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somebody just tell me what
happened?"
"You had an accident. You drove
into a tree on Mosquito Lake Road,"
Roorda says.
People in accidents often are con
fused, Roorda tells me, and predicts
the man will ask 20 times. By the time
we get to St. Luke's Hospital, It seems
closer to 100.
"Have you had anything to
drink?" Streubel asks again.
"No, no," he swears repeatedly
before mumbling, "maybe a beer.
But check my driving record. It's
clear. It is."
"That's good," Streubel reassures
him, then tells me quietly, "'cause it
ain't no more." Next to the "mental
state" box on the form he is filling
out he scratches "AOB—alcohol on
breath."
Later, at St. Luke's, Streubel fills
out more paperwork and Roorda

describes his impressions of the
paramedic field. "We answer calls
for every imaginable personal prob
lem, from minor cuts to serious acci
dents. A lot of it is time-consuming;
minor incidents. People just don't
want to make decisions about a little
cut, or what to do if their kid has the
flu. Sometimes I feel like a profes
sional babysitter."
When Bartleson was a paramedic,
he experienced mixed feelings
about the job.
"At times it was great because it's a
human life you work with and
nothing is more important than a
human life," he said. "Paramedics
get letters all the time from people
thanking them for saving their lives.
A lot of them weren't going to die. A
lot of them would have died but
maybe you stopped something.
Some of them died and we brought
them back."
But losing lives is as much a part of
the job as saving lives. "I wasn't in
(the) Vietnam war, but it was like war
all the time," Bartleson said.
An accident that involved a 14year-old boy marks Bartleson's disil
lusionment with paramedics. A bicy
cle handle bar had been shoved
through the boy's stomach and hit
his aortic artery. The boy's veins had
"bled out" and collapsed by thetime
Bartleson arrived.
"I tried to get an IV in him and I
couldn't do it and I couldn't do it and
I couldn't do it," Bartleson said, reliv
ing the frustration and hitting the
table. "Later I was in tears at St.
Luke's hospital. His mom was
screaming and yelling and pounding
on me. I just couldn't handle it. I
didn't want to be responsible for
human lives. I kept thinking, 'This
guy died because of me.'
"It puts your mind and body on
overload. It's . . . it's ..." Bartleson
paused. "It's hard."
As Streubel finishes the paper
work at the hospital, Roorda talks
and jokes with the staff. He asks one
woman how big her baby has grown
and another about the staff bingo
games. He says he makes an effort to
befriend employees because it
makes work more enjoyable.
We pass Tim's room and Struebel
asks me if I have seen the injury on
the back of his head. I haven't, so we
walk behind the curtain surrounding
his bed. His head is free of the
mummy-like apparatus and he
appears more alert as he looks up at
us. With the blood cleaned off his
face and a stud in his ear, the 23-

Marv Streubel (middle) and fellow paramedics work on a seizure victim.
year-old looks more like a peer than
a patient. I stare at the blood-soaked
gauze where his head had rested and
quietly say to Streubel, ''That's okay,
I don't really want to see it."
After Roorda gases up the ambu
lance at the Indian Street fire station,
we return to Prospect Street. Ambu
lances are city- and county-run and
each fire station has five
ambulances.
At the Prospect station, Roorda
heats a hash brown in the microwave
and Streubel disappears. The station
has an area where the paramedics
can sleep between calls; others
slouch in chairs, watching an old tel
evision. The paramedics work for 24hours and are off 48-hours.
"Man, 36 years old, has had a pro
pane tank explode in his face," an
impersonal, muffled voice says over
the speaker. Roorda cuts one more
bite of his hash brown, Streubel
emerges and we run down to the
ambulance.
As we speed through Bellingham I
wonder about the burned man: Will
he be horribly deformed? Will it be

awful? After a few minutes, though,
the man and his tragedy fade. I watch
grazing horses out the back window
as they flicker In and out of my range
of sight, like a slide show on fast
forward.
Streubel and Roorda listen to a
top-40 station, talking between the

1 wasn't in (the)
Vietnam war, but it
was like war all the
time/
—John Bartleson
siren's screeches. Both men say they
try not to get emotionally involved
with patients they help. Roorda says
this objectivity helps him make good
decisions.
"I have to remember they're
human beings, too," he adds.
He recalls when several people in

Pete Kendall

his family died in a short time period,
and at the funerals he was the only
one who remained cairn.
"I thought, 'It's only more dead
people." This type of desensitization
endangers paramedics, Roorda says.
We arrive at the house and troop
past a calm blonde wife to the couch
where the patient is lying. The Ever
son Fire Department team already
has arrived and placed a wet cloth on
the man's head. The patient, Darrel,
Is alert and tells paramedics he was
burning dead chickensfrom hisfarm
when the flame of his Incinerator
went out. While he tried to figure
out what was wrong, the propane
built up. It exploded just as he put his
head down to look inside the
incinerator.
The man's cheeks are creased with
red streaks, like the imprint of sheets
after a heavy sleep. The skin on his
forehead peels like pink-tinted plas
tic wrap and his sideburns are
charred. His eyebrows look like two
strips of black specks, reminding me
of a line of marching ants.
Streubel asks Darrel if he Inhaled
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any propane. Darrel says no, but
Streubel checks his nose and throat
for possible signs. The man assures
the paramedics he can walk to the
gurney, and once he is on it they
prepare to insert an IV.
''When you get a burn like that,
you lose a lot of fluids. Can you tol
erate the pain?'' Streubel asks. "I can
give you morphine if the pain is too
bad."
Darrel refuses morphine. His body
is shaking and when the IV needle
slides into his vein, he shakes more,
but says nothingl'He's freezing," his
wife says, tucking blankets under his
feet.
"I don't know if it's the cold or if
I'm just shaking because all this is
happening," Darrel says.
Roorda gently strokes Darrel's
cheeks and asks if he can feel the
touch. As the paramedic moves
around his face repeating the ques
tion, Darrel answers yes until Roorda
touches the right side of his fore
head. Darrel can't feel it.
"Looks like second degree burns,
with third right here," Roorda says to
Streubel, indicating the forehead.
Deep burns produce no pain
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because the nerve endings are
damaged.
As the paramedics prepare to
move Darrel to the ambulance, an
Everson EMT says to Streubel, "I bet
you want credit for this one," refer
ring to Streubel's evaluation
requirements. This run hasn't
involved major trauma, so it won't
count.
"I don't care anymore—I haven't
been home since Thursday," Streu
bel answers. Later he says he misses
his family.
Each paramedic reacts to working
long hours and seeing tragic acci
dents differently. Sometimes the
strain a paramedic feels at work is
taken home after the shift, and prob
lems within families are common
among paramedics, Roorda says.
As a paramedic, Bartleson found
the pressure too much to continue
in the field, especially after his
daughter Kira was born. Bartleson
would come home after a 24-hourshift and be unable to deal with baby
sitting because he was so tired.
"I jeopardized my family life
because I was giving it all outthere,"
he said. "I didn't want to go to work

and deal with everyone else's prob
lems because I had my own. Things
were bad at work, things were bad at
home. Where could I go for fun?"
Eventually Bartleson left paramedics
and entered firefighting.
Streubel, on the other hand, says
he Isso busy caringforthe patient he
is not bothered by an accident until
it's over. Even then, depending on
the situation, coping with the experi
ence varies. If the accident involves
alcohol and the victim is at fault,
Streubel is less likely to be emotion
ally upset, he says. If he treats a child
hurt by something out of his control,
then it's more painful. Overall,
though, he says, "It doesn't bother
you, not as much as you think. You
get hardened to it."
Roorda deals with the stress by try
ing not to place the guilt on himself
for tragic accidents or lives that are
lost.
"I can give medication, but I see
myself as a pathway, not as the path,"
Roorda says, explaining his ease with
life-threatening situations. "I see
myself as a tool, not as an end-all.
That's up to God. And without God,
I'd be a crazy man."
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"'We have Bill Cosby/' my American friend said.
"'We have Benny Hill/' I countered. ‘'And Andy and
Fergie."
“We've got the Kennedys and we stole John Lennon/'
she replied.
“Well, he's dead anyway/' I said, and so our conversa
tion continued, comparing America with the small island
on the other side of the Atlantic. The conversation sum
moned memories of my early days here—memories that
had laid dormant most of this decade.
See, when English people leave England and come
here, the unfamilar and unexperienced frequently result
in a nasty phenomenon called “culture shock." (This
phenomenon also can strike Americans when they go to
faraway places such as Mexico and realize most people
are not speaking English.)
Of course, once a Briton has adjusted to the U.S., con
cepts such as Independence Day and peanut butter are
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not so shocking, even when spread on celery.
But the first couple of months are hard on us simple
Londoners. Some of us get homesick for double-decker
buses and trains that don't run on schedule. Some of us
become totally disoriented. But most of us learn to love
(or at the very least tolerate) such things as Lite beer and
the New York Mets.
joy Hinton and her husband, Tacoma Stars coach Alan,
left Derby, England with their daughter in 1977 and
headed for America.
In a telephone interview from their home in Kirkland,
joy Hinton recalled some of her earliest memories of the
United States. “I loved it instantly, but had all sorts of
embarrassing things happen."
At a drive-thru bank, she said “I put a pen down the
slot and the whole thing stopped working." Hinton also
had an unusual introduction to Ronald McDonald, when

By Karin Stanton
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his figure took orders at the drive-thru. '1 had driven past
it and when it asked for our order, I had to get out of the
car and run back to it. There were two or three cars in
the other lane and there I was, standing underneath this
thing, talking to it. Everyone in the other cars was in
hysterics!''
The differences in language presented other obstacles
for the Hintons. ''You order chips(fries) and get crisps
(chips). You don't know the difference. You have them
(the clerks) In stitches," she said, laughing. "Or you want
cling film, which is called Saran Wrap over here. And (the
phrase) 'on the job' which means 'making love' to me."
Despite their confusing vocabulary, Americans
impressed the Hintons with their attitudes and politeness.
"Americans are genuinely friendly and positive," she
said.
"Here," she continued, "people really respect our pri
vacy. We enjoy that." In England, Alan's notoriety as a
"footballer" attracted the attention of football (soccer)
fans and the media.
On the other side of the Atlantic, people are fanatical
about football, that being the national sport. Every young
male aspires to be the next Terry Butcher or Ray Wilkins.
During my early years in England, I wanted to play, but as
a female, I definitely wasn't football material.
I had to settle for attending the professional games
with my brother and father. My father's enthusiasm for
supporting Brentford, a small fourth-division team in
south London, infected us as we spent many cold, rainy
Saturday afternoons in Brentford's stadium watching
them lose.
When we arrived here, we started to root for the Seat
tle Sounders and discovered indoor stadiums. You could
watch a game in comfortable temperatures without get
ting soaked or frozen. Even my mother began to enjoy
going to games. In England, she avoided football games
because crowd participation began to resemble conven
tional warfare.
My mother need no longer fear for her life as British
football crowds now are returning to simple, lovable fans.
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Exchange student Emma Rawson, 20, said football hoolig
anism is not as violent as it has been in recent years.
Rawson, who grew up in Wimbledon, a London suburb
(which has a first-division football club), arrived at West
ern in early January to study art through the International
Student Exchange Program. Last year she studied at an art
school in Cardiff, Wales.
Rawson's first shock upon arrival was the sheer enor
mity of roads and buildings in Seattle and everywhere
else in the U.S. "I couldn't get over the size of every
thing," she said, her green eyes growing wide beneath
her glasses.
Bellingham, however, hasn't impressed Rawson much.
"It's cubic. It's square," she said, chopping the air into lit
tle blocks. By comparison, she said, England's neighbor
hoods are not divided into modern blocks, as Americans
know them, but more sporadically and spontaneously
laid out.
Most of the suburban and rural roadways and villages
In England have not changed in centuries and don't fol
low any set patterns. Houses often are terraced (one con-

'You just get so many different
types of people. They (art school
students) shave their heads and
have little pink tufts sticking out
over their ears. They'll wear
absolutely everything at the same
time.'
—Emma Rawson
tinuous building divided into numerous homes) or semi
detached (two homes in one structure) and usually have
small gardens fenced off from the roads.
Compared to the Midwest, however, the Northwest
seems more like home to Rawson. She remembers seeing
no green from the airplane window over Chicago. "All I
saw was brown and then white (snow), then brown again.
The plains? I couldn't cope with that great big flat bit (of
land). You're liable to crack up."
Bellingham's scarcity of pubs and people's attitudes
toward them surprised Rawson. "The lack of pubs," she

sighed, shaking her head and grinning ruefully. ''The
pubs were a real social event. You don't go there to get
plastered. You go there to sit and chat. You get to know
the regulars and the bartend
ers and get a few free tipples
(drinks)."
Western's dining facilities
have impressed Rawson, who
is used to a small cafeteria at
home. "Ah, food. It's nothing
special, is it? What got me Is the
setting. It's luxurious," she
said, rolling her eyes In appro
val. "It's like a restaurant with
the salad bar. All we have is a
canteen! And, all you can eat
three times a day." She rolled
her eyes again.
As for the university itself,
Rawson said, "It's much more staid and unadventurous
(than home). It's conservative, especially after an English
art school! It's because I'm coming from a very radical,
professional art school background . . . It's just more
subdued here."
Art schools In England tend to attract the more liberally
minded of the young generation and are almost struc
tureless. Classes rely more on students for structure than
on instructors.
"You arrive in the class, the tutor (Instructor) comes In,
blah, blah, blah, how was your holiday, see you in three
weeks with some paintings. It's very self-motivating,"
Rawson said. "That way you get to know the students
because you learn from them more than the tutors. Eve
ryone brings In their own interests. . . religion, science,
philosophy, technology.
"You just get so many different types of people. They
(art school students) shave their heads and have little
pink tufts sticking out over their ears," Rawson said, tug
ging at her brown hair to demonstrate. "They'll wear
absolutely everything at the same time."
As well as the students, Rawson has found Western's
curriculum more conventional than art school. "It's much
more practical. They teach you how to run your affairs,
how to organize a gallery exhibition and how to make a
living at It after (school)," she said.
"They do push competition here. In some courses. It's
mandatory to enter an art competition." Rawson brushed
her hair across her forehead before continuing. "I think
it's a good thing. At home, we're just dumped in this big
world and expected to make it."
Rawson has found the language here easy to grasp and
has not experienced the type of problems Hinton spoke
of. "What got me Is that the language is straightforward

and not very adventurous. It's not very . . ." she waved
one hand and searched for the right word. "There's no,
umm, no color."
Television is another thing
Rawson said she feels lacks
the color of home. "I was
surprised at the degree of
censorship on the telly. You
can't even say 'bullshit.' And
the adverts (commercials)
have been annoying me,
jumping in every five
minutes," she said, adding
she now has realized "how
bizarre English humor is. I
miss the comedy, the satire
and sarcasm. It's so up-todate with the news in
England, especially politically.
They do take the mickey out of (make fun of) politicians.
Sometimes it gets really dodgy."
Censorship is very limited in England, and swearing and
various degrees of nudity are allowed In the televised
media. Programming consists of four channels, two of
which air no advertising. The fourth channel has existed
less than a decade.
I remember how excited my cousin became when the
new station was introduced. He thought it was Incredible
to have four channels to choose from and I couldn't spoil
his happiness by telling him how many channels
American television has . . . anyway, I can't count that
high.
When my brother and I were young, we seldom had
the chance to watch television. When we first arrived
here, our new classmates thought we were mutants
because we weren't weaned on Romper Room and
couldn't reel off the names of the Brady brats. We were,
without doubt, deprived children.
When my brother and I were young, we seldom had
the chance to watch television. When we first arrived
here, our new classmates thought we were mutants
because we weren't weaned on Romper Room and
couldn't reel off the names of the Brady brats. We were,
without doubt, deprived children.
We ran into another strange American custom named
Halloween. The first year here, our house was the neigh
borhood target for all that evening's "tricks." It took us
three weeks to get the toilet paper and egg yolk off the
front porch.
Jessie MacMurchie, a Western senior studying biologychemistry, had a similar experience with Halloween when
her family left Greenwich, London and moved to
KIngsway, British Columbia.

you order chips (fries) and get
crisps (chips). You don't know
the difference. You have
them (the clerks) in stitches.'
—Joy Hinton

'What got me is that the language
is straightforward and not very
adventurous. It's not very. . .
There's no, umm, no color.'
.

—Emma Rawson

sweater and black shoes. In the winter, it was so cold eve
ryone's knees got knobby, even the boys (who were
required to wear shorts)."
MacMurchie slowly adjusted, although she found mak
ing friends difficult. Eventually, one September "I said it
was my birthday and invited them (her classmates) all
home. It wasn't even my birthday." She ducked her head,
giggling. When the herd of children arrived, armed with
gifts and expecting cake and ice cream, "Mum sent them
all away."
By third grade, MacMurchie had adapted her accent,
settled in and befriended the "hippies," who lived next
door. Ironically, it was these Canadian neighbors who
introduced MacMurchie to the Beatles.

Exchange Student Emma Rawson sometimes
draws a blank on American life.

''When we first arrived, it was Halloween and my
mother was alone in the hotel/' MacMurchie, who was
six at the time, said. She smiled at the memory and
pushed her long blonde hair off of her face. "All these
kids knocked on the door asking for candy. She didn't
know what was going on. She didn't understand the con
cept of Halloween."
For MacMurchie, one of the biggest changes was the
absence of school uniforms in Canada. She said she
remembers her school's uniforms in England. "We had a
gray pinafore, green blazer, white shirt, green, no, gray
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After more than 15 years in the new world,
Jessie MacMurchie has mastered American
life.

LlUING ABOARD:
home is where the hull is
Shawmanee's deck stretches 73
feet, jutting out from the end of
her 70-foot slip at Squalicum Har
bor. The tips of the ketch's two 68foot masts are barely visible
through the fog.
Phil and Mary Erickson, with
their eight-month-old daughter
Kelsey, are one of more than 60
families in Bellingham who have
shunned the traditional land
locked home to ''live aboard."
The 500-square-foot hollow belly
of the Shawmanee is the Erickson's
floating home. "The boat actually

has more space than the last apart
ment we lived in," Mary says.
The Shawmanee, built in the
Fairhaven Shipyard and launched in
1973, was designed to be a floating
office for local dentist jim Hitz. Hitz
sailed the boat for five years in
northern British Columbia before
the Ericksons purchased it in 1978.
The Ericksons say they bought
the Shawmanee (the name is
derived from the Northwest Indian
term for "medicine man) to sail to
the South Pacific and to enjoy a

waterfront home.
"We couldn't afford a house on
the water and a boat," Mary says.
"Here we have 120 feet of water
front, in a nice community, with
nice neighbors."
While docked In the harbor, the
Ericksons enjoy potiuck parties with
the boating community. "We have
friends over for dinner. We play
games. The same social life you
would have in any neighborhood,"
Mary, 30, an artist and former
teacher, says.
The front door, a clear plastic

By Donna Simon-Cockerham
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flap, midship, unsnaps to allow
entry down into the cockpit. The
step down is a long one — about
two feet — and a four-foot cap
tain's wheel stands In the entry
way.
The forecabin is divided into five
bedrooms and a bathroom. The
water tank on board holds 1,000
gallons of fresh water — a wonder
ful luxury when they are cruising,
Phil says. ''We have showers every
day. Most smaller sailboats, 40footers, carry only about 60 to 80
gallons, and each person is allowed
to use only a quart of water per
day."
The Shawmanee's greater water
holding capacity has made it possi
ble for the Ericksons to run a char
ter service to the San Juan Islands,
which they have been operating for
the past seven summers.
The Shawmanee accommodates
six guests on the week-long island
hopping adventures, cruising to
several San Juan harbors. These
include Roche, Friday, and Sucia
Harbors. Phil and Mary crew the
boat during the charters, but don't
turn away help if a guest wants to
attempt sailing.
"Last summer all of the charters
went to Expo," Mary says. "The
charters have made the boat pay
for itself, but by the end of the
summer I'm ready to have my
home back."
The Ericksons have spent the last
two full years aboard the Shawma
nee, which is surprisingly wellequipped for the baby. Kelsey's
bedroom in the hull is outfitted
with a custom-made crib. A corner
of the alcove Is enclosed in a
woven-rope net to protect her
from rolling out of her often gently
rocking bed.
"I think the boat is easier to
baby-proof than a house," Mary
says. "All of the electrical outlets
are up off the floor, there is no
free-standing furniture and the
corners of everything are rounded
for safety If you fall in rough seas."
Kelsey also wears a safety harness
when on deck. "It is as safe as rais
ing a baby in a house—at least I
don't have to worry about her run
ning out in the street in front of a
car," she says.
Phil agrees the boat Is a good
playpen for Kelsey. "The cockpit
steps are so high that she won't be
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able to get on deck by herself until
she is at least two years old.
"We would be naive if we
thought she would never have an
accident. We will just be careful
and get her swimming as soon as
possible," he adds.
Dressed in jeans, a pastel-plaid
shirt and rubber-soled shoes, Mary
moves gracefully and quickly
through the narrow passages below
deck to the spacious aft (rear)
cabin.
"This is our living area, and the
galley's off to the side there," she
says. The walls are lined with builtin wooden bookshelves. Parents
magazine and various boating
journals are stuffed into nooks
behind a full-length brown sofa.
Bolted to the floor, in the far aft
of the cabin, is a five-foot hexago
nal table made of bird's-eye maple.

7 thought I would
like sailing, and the
only way I could
afford to have the
boat was to live on
it/
—Phil Erickson

The polished wooden slats formerly
composed part of the gymnasium
floor in Bellingham's Roosevelt
Elementary School. The blue,
stained-glass shade of an oilburning lamp suspended over the
table sways constantly with the
almost subliminal movement of the
boat.
Tucked in the forward port side
of the living area, the galley is
equipped with a double sink, two
stoves and a microwave oven.
Heavy ceramic cups hang from
hooks under the cupboards.
"I have massive storage. There
are 18 bins under the deck of the
cabin," Mary says, pulling up the
tightly woven carpet on the floor to
expose the storage areas. "If I have
to go to the store a lot, it's my fault,
not the boat's."

Although Mary may not yet have
completely mastered the art of liv
ing aboard, Phil spent two years
prior to their 1978 marriage living
on his 30-foot sailboat, the "Snow
flake." "I thought I would like sail
ing, and the only way I could afford
to have the boat was to live on it,"
Phil says.
The Snowflake was too small for
Phil and Mary to live on together,
so they sold it. Then they headed to
Alaska, where Phil taught grade
school and Mary taught high
school journalism, photography
and art. Phil and Mary both grew
up In Seattle and earned teaching
certificates at Western. Mary had
earlier received a degree at the
University of Washington.
The Ericksons enjoyed the Alas
kan attitude toward teachers they
found In the tribal school in Nulato
(about 400 air miles west of Fair
banks on the Yukon river) where
they worked.
"In Alaska they realize what Is
important," Mary says. "They real
ize that teachers are important, and
that it makes sense to pay them."
Mary keeps her teaching certifi
cate valid, but Is not looking for a
teaching job in Washington.
Although she enjoyed teaching,
Mary says, "Art has always been my
first love. I liked teaching in Alaska,
but also like to be self-employed."
She now designs and creates
limited-edition greeting cards that
are marketed in stores from Seattle
to Canada.
Phil, 35, also maintains his teach
ing certificate, but now enjoys
operating his own business, Shaw
manee Marine Services.
"I commission new boats and
install a lot of heating systems," he
says. Commissioning a new boat
entails putting together the many
pieces that come off the delivery
truck.
"I set up the masts, put the sails
on, install the electrical (systems),
paint the bottom, whatever needs
to be put together." Phil says he
also does a lot of boat repair,
including maintaining the
Shawmanee.
Phil is a licensed captain, and
although he hasn't performed a
marriage at sea yet, a wedding did
take place aboard the boat last
summer. They sailed the wedding
party to Inati Bay, on Lummi Island,

where about 30 guests (brought
over on motor launches) joined
them on the deck of the Shawma
nee for the ceremony.
''The bride wore a beautiful
white lace dress and white Reeboks/' Mary says. Rubber-soled
shoes are preferable to high heels
for mobility and stability on the
deck of a sailboat.
"Living on a boat is not as roman
tic as some people think/' Mary
says. "Most boats are too small and
aren't really set up to live aboard."
Its cabin size, large fresh-water
holding capacity, thermostatcontrolled radiator heating system
and cement hull make the Shaw
manee an exception.
Phil and Mary agree the good
heating system helps make their
boat a good live-aboard. The
diesel-fueled system keeps the
cabin a comfortable 70 degrees.
The heavy hull, made of ferrocement plastered over a chickenwire frame, is an excellent insulator
and minimizes swaying in windy
weather. The stable cement hull
also requires less maintenance In
contrast to fiberglass hulls which
sweat, causing warm air to conden
sate on the ceiling and drip on the
passengers. Wooden hulls expand
in water, requiring frequent
re-painting.
The Ericksons made good use of
the Shawmanee's advantages when
they and another couple cruised to
the South Pacific in 1980.
After leaving Bellingham, they
sailed down the Pacific coast to
Mexico, then across to Marquesas
Island, Tahiti and the Hawaiian
Islands. One year and 14,000 miles
later, the Shawmanee slipped
quietly back into her home at the
end of dock "F" in Squalicum
Harbor.
Explaining why anyone would
embark on a cruise where land was
not visible for weeks at a time,
Mary says "we felt that It was some
thing we needed to get out of our
system. We really enjoyed the
ocean-going, but I got kind of
buggy being on the ocean for a
month. I was really, really anxious
to see land."
Mary says they didn't have any
major mishaps on the year-long
cruise, but they ran into typically
heavy seas along the southern
Oregon and northern California
coastlines.

Donna Simon-(

Phil, Mary and Kelsey Erickson at the helm of the Shawmanee.

"We were 100 miles out, with 60knot winds and 30-foot seas for two
days," she says. "It was scary. Some
people were killed in that storm.
We were lucky."
She says they would like to cruise
to Mexico again in the next couple
of years, "but, unfortunately, you
have to go down the coast to get
there."
One thing the Shawmanee
doesn't have to help while away
the hours at sea is a TV. "There is
no reason you couldn't have one,"
Mary says, "but we wouldn't have
one in a house, either. We've

found it to be a real stealer of
time."
Mary's only complaint about liv
ing aboard is "the ten-minute walk
from the boat to the car, in the
pouring rain, carrying a screaming
baby."
Phil would like room for a shop,
but "living on the boat keeps you
from accumulating stuff you don't
really need.
"The only thing we have to do to
go on vacation is untie the lines,"
he says, looking out across the
water. "We can go anywhere in the
world, really."
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